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The Wesleyan Message
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The SurSose of this SuEUcation is to serve as an organ ofAsEury
Theological Seminary for the dissemination ofmaterial of interest
and value Srimarily to its immediate constituency of alumni, stu
dents and friends, Eut also to a Eroader readershiS of churchmen,
theologians, students and other interested Sersons.
Material SuElished in this Mournal aSSears here Eecause of its in
trinsic value in the on-going discussion of theological issues. While
this SuElication does not Sretend to comSete with those theological
Mournals sSeciali]ing in articles of technical scholarshiS, it affirms
a commitment to rigorous standards of academic integrity and
SroShetic forthrightness.
George Allen Turner
A TriEute
Ey Frank Bateman Stanger
This issue of The AsEury Seminarian is a dedicatory triEute to
George Allen Turner, Ph.D., D.Litt., who will Ee retired at the 
Commencement after serving  years on the faculty of AsEury
Theological Seminary as Professor of BiElical Literature.
Early Life and Education
George Allen Turner was Eorn in WillsEoro, NY on August ,
. His father, Charles Doyle Turner, who had Eeen a carSenter in
New York City, Eecame a farmer when he moved to Esse[ County in
the northern Sart of the state. He was a stalwart, hard-working,
intensely moral Serson. George
s mother, Bertha Hayes Turner, a
school teacher, was active in the Methodist Church and a woman of
deeS faith.
When Dr. Turner was only   years of age, his father died. He
remained on the farm until age  in order to helS maintain the farm
oSerations.
During his teens George was converted in a tent revival series held
Ey a grouS of Free Methodists from Burlington, VT. Shortly
thereafter he Eecame a memEer of the Free Methodist Church.
Dr. Turner
s education was thorough and e[tensive. He attended
the A. M. ChesEorough Seminary, a two-yearMunior college in North
Chili, NY. In  he received the A.B. degree from Greenville
College IL and two years later the B.D. degree from Greenville
College School of Religion.
He was graduated from the BiElical Seminary in New York with
the S.T.B. degree in  and the S.T.M. degree in . In  he
entered the Harvard University Divinity School MA from which he
received the Ph.D. degree in . His doctoral thesis was entitled
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Is Entire Sanctification ScriStural" An ASSraisal of the Wesleyan
Message. The BiElical Basis for the Most Distinctive Doctrine of
Methodism. He has done Sostdoctoral studies at New York Univer
sity and Yale Divinity School CT.
Vocational Activities
During his days in BiElical Seminary in New York, Dr. Turner
Sastored a Dutch Reformed Church on Long Island. Between his
time in New York and his enrollment in Harvard Divinity School, he
taught for si[ years at Wessington SSrings College in Wessington
SSrings, SD. During four of those years, he Sastored a Congre
gational Christian Church.
While at Harvard, he served as Sastor to young SeoSle in the
Harvard Congregational Church, Brookline, MA, and as the Sastor
of a Free Methodist Church in Clinton, MA.
After the comSletion of his residence work at Harvard Divinity
School in , with only the dissertation to Ee comSleted. Dr.
Turner Eecame a memEer of the faculty of AsEury Theological
Seminary. His thesis was comSleted during the following year and
the Ph.D. degree was received in .
During ten of his early years at AsEury Theological Seminary, Dr.
Turner Sastored a United Congregational Church in Russellville,
OH. From  to  he served as the suSerintendent of the
Kentucky-Tennessee conference of the Free Methodist Church.
Marriage and Family
George met Lucile Mcintosh in Mitchell, SD. He was there to
sSeak at a Free Methodist district Tuarterly meeting where Lucile
was leading the singing. PerhaSs it was love at first sight. A
courtshiS soon develoSed and George and Lucile were united in holy
matrimony on OctoEer , .
Two children have Elessed their marital union Allen Charles, now
, an anthroSologist and Carol, now , former school teacher,
mother of three children, and the wife of the director of admissions
at Greenville College. The Turners are the Sroud grandSarents of five
grandchildren.
At AsEury Theological Seminary
Dr. Turner has had a distinguished career as a memEer of the
faculty at AsEury Theological Seminary. At first, he taught in the

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area of church history. Soon he Eecame the head of the deSartment
of English BiEle, and his teaching activities across the years have
continued to Ee in this academic disciSline.
In addition to his teaching resSonsiEilities, Dr. Turner has served
as acting divisional chairman and as a memEer of most of the
imSortant faculty committees curriculum and instruction,
Srofessional research, admissions, liErary, honorary degree, and
faculty retreat. Currently, as the result of an election Ey his
colleagues, he is serving as the chairman of the imSortant faculty
concerns committee, which is the liaison Eetween AsEury Theo
logical Seminary faculty and trustees.
Dr. Turner
s teaching has always Eeen characteri]ed Ey the Sursuit
of academic e[cellence, a Sassion for doctrinal Surity, and a concern
for the sSiritual formation of his students.
Dr. G. HerEert Livingston, longtime colleague of Dr. Turner on
the faculty of AsEury Theological Seminary, was Srivileged to have
Dr. Turner as a teacher, Eoth at Wessington SSrings College in
 and at AsEury Theological Seminary in . Dr. Turner
s first
year on the Seminary faculty was Dr. Livingston
s first year as a
Seminary student.
Dr. Livingston comments concerning Dr. Turner as a teacher
He was always a very Sroficient teacher. His inductive
method in teaching the BiEle was very imSressive. He also
served as Sroctor of the Boys
 Dorm in Wessington SSrings.
I got well acTuainted with him at the time. He always took
the Sranks of the students in good stride. At all times he was
an e[tremely careful scholar. He is e[tremely amEitious. He
tends to overwork in his academic Sursuits.
Dr. Turner has had a career-long interest in the Holy Land, the
Middle East, and EiElical archaeology. He has led many tours to the
Holy Land and has SarticiSated in many archaeological digs. He
has also Eeen greatly concerned aEout theological education in
mission lands and has lectured and taught in many mission schools.
Dr. Turner has Eeen an e[tremely Sroductive author. The B. L.
Fisher LiErary at ATS lists the following SuElications Ey him
Is Entire Sanctification ScriStural" An ASSraisal of the Wesleyan
Message. The BiElical Basis for 
The Most Distinctive Doctrine of

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Methodism,
 Doctoral thesis. Harvard University, CamEridge,
MA, .
The More E[cellent Way The ScriStural Basis of the Wesleyan
Message. Light and Life Press, .
E[Sloring the BiEle Studies in the MaMor Books of the BiEle, Using
the Inductive Method of ASSroach. AsEury Theological
Seminary Press, .
Portals to BiEle Books Studies in the MaMor Books of the BiEle
Using the Inductive Method of ASSroach. AsEury Theological
Seminary Press, .
The Doctrine of Sanctification, in The Doctrinal Distinctives of
AsEury Theological Seminary, th Anniversary PuElication.
The Herald Press, .
The GosSel of John An Evangelical Commentary, co-authorshiS
with Julius R. Mantey. Eerdmans, .
The Vision Which Transforms Is Christian Perfection ScriStural"
Beacon Hill Press, .
PhiliSSians and Colossians, in The Wesleyan BiEle Commentary.
Eerdmans, .
Holiness and Social Tensions, in The Word and the Doctrine.
Beacon Hill Press, .
Koinonia, The New Testament Church, Ey memEers of the Faculty
of AsEury Theological Seminary. The AsEury Theological
Seminary Press, .
Historical GeograShy of the Holy Land. Baker Book House, .
Evaluation of the Seminar in Perfect Love and War. Evangel
Press, .
The New and Living Way A Fresh E[Sosition of the ESistle to the
HeErews. Bethany FellowshiS Press, .
Christian Holiness in ScriSture, in History and in Life. Beacon Hill
Press, .
In addition to the aEove, the B. L. Fisher LiErary has a record of
over  articles and reviews written Ey Dr. Turner.
Honors
Dr. Turner has received many well-deserved honors. He is an
honorary fellow of the American School of Oriental Research. In
 he was voted Man-of-the-Year Ey RoEerts Wesleyan College
NY, and in , Distinguished Alumnus of the Year Ey Green
ville College. In  Greenville College conferred uSon him the

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honorary degree of Doctor of Letters. In , on the occasion of the
fiftieth anniversary of AsEury Theological Seminary, he was one of
the  Sersons receiving the Distinguished Service Award.
The Man
It has Eeen my Srivilege to minister with Dr. Turner at the
Seminary for nearly two decades. Three words characteri]e him in
my thinking commitment, crusading, comSassion.
George Turner is a deeSly committed Serson. He is wholeheartedly
committed to Jesus Christ, the Church of Jesus Christ, the Wesleyan
theological Sosition, and to teaching religious truth as a divinely
aSSointed vocation. He is amEitious, energetic, and industrious in
his resSonses to that to which he is fully committed. He gives
evidence of an intense dogmatism in his theological convictions, Eut
at the same time he is oSen-minded to truth and always willing to
listen.
He is a committed churchman of the Free Methodist Sersuasion.
In a real sense he was the founder of the Free Methodist Church in
Wilmore. This society actually Eegan in meetings in the Turner home
on GillisSie Street in . He has fulfilled many Sositions of
resSonsiEility in his local church, serving as chairman of the Eoard
of trustees and as a memEer of the imSortant finance and Sastoral
relations committees.
George Turner is well known for his relentless crusading sSirit.
Among my first official contacts with him was when very early in my
administration at the Seminary he aSSroached me aEout signing a
resolution suSSorting full integration in the Jessamine County
schools. This was at the Eeginning of a social reform crusade under
his leadershiS which ultimately led to a successful court case and the
estaElishment of a fully integrated school system locally.
He is also a crusader in relation to doctrinal Surity. I am told that
he Slayed an active role at the time of the theological tensions which
Srevailed at the Seminary during the early s. During his tenure at
the Seminary, he has Eeen insistent that whenever theological
tensions arise, they Ee resolved on the side of the Seminary
s historic
Wesleyan Sosition.
George Turner has often suffered Eecause of his crusading sSirit.
But he is always willing to Say the full Srice for wholehearted
commitment to SrinciSles and Solicies which he considers almost
dearer than life itself

George Turner is a Serson of great comSassion. His heart throEs
with concern and care for SeoSle everywhere. He has always striven
for all to enMoy eTual rights. Community to him means Erotherhood
and sisterhood.
In times of dialogue and conflict, George is often Elunt and frank
in his remarks and this sometimes gives the aSSearance of harshness.
But always within is the heart of comSassion, a truly Sastoral heart.
He Sossesses a sense of wry humor which is often his method in
satirical attack. The very kind of humor which he manifests is Eathed
in resSect and affection.
The other day during a conversation with Lucile aEout George
s
life and his teaching ministry which has sSanned more than three
decades at the Seminary, she remarked with a radiant confidence in
her voice And he would do it all over again. Truly such an
affirmation is the caSstone of his wholehearted commitment to the
Seminary and his uncomSromising love for the institution he has
served so long and so well.
So today we Say triEute to George Allen Turner ᪽ a dedicated
Christian, committed churchman, comSassionate crusader, skilled
teacher, influential author, and devoted friend. ᪽

Yahweh is
the True God
Ey G. HerEert Livingston
During the reign of King AhaE of the northern kingdom of Israel,

a crisis of religious commitment arose and came to a clima[ while
EliMah served the Lord as His SroShet. The crisis Eegan with King
AhaE
s marriage to Je]eEel, a Srincess of Sidon. The story is told in I
Kings  through .
This study will concentrate on several key Sassages. The New
International Version will Ee Tuoted, unless otherwise stated.
EliMah went Eefore the SeoSle and said, How long will you
waver Eetween two oSinions" If the Lord is God, follow
Him Eut if Baal is God, follow Him I Kgs. .
At the time of the evening sacrifice, the SroShet EliMah
steSSed forward and Srayed O Lord, God of AEraham,
Isaac and Israel, let it Ee known today that you are God in
Israel and that I am your servant and have done all these
things at your command. Answer, O Lord, answer me, so
these SeoSle will know that you, O Lord, are God, and that
you are turning their hearts Eack again.
Then the fire of the Lord fell and Eurned uS the sacrifice, the
wood, the stones, and the soil, and also hcked uS the water in
the trench.
When all the SeoSle saw this, they fell Srostrate and cried,
The Lord, He is God The Lord, He is God
Then EliMah commanded them, Sei]e the SroShets of Baal.
Don
t let anyone get away They sei]ed them, and EliMah
Dr. G. HerEert Livingston is Professor ofOld Testament at AsEury
Theological Seminary. He Moined the ATS faculty in .
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had them Erought down to the Kishon Valley and slaugh
tered there.
And EliMah said to AhaE, Go, eat and drink, for there is the
sound of a heavy rain. So AhaE went off to eat and drink,
Eut EliMah climEed to the toS of Carmel, Eent down to the
ground and Sut his face Eetween his knees.
Go and look toward the sea, he told his servant. And he
went uS and looked.
There is nothing there, he said.
Seven times EliMah said, Go Eack.
The seventh time the servant reSorted, A cloud as small as a
man
s hand is rising from the sea.
So EliMah said, Go and tell AhaE, 
Hitch uS your chariot
and go down Eefore the rain stoSs you.

Meanwhile, the sky grew Elack with clouds, the wind rose, a
heavy rain came on and AhaE rode off to Je]reel. The Sower
of the Lord came uSon EliMah and, tucking his cloak into his
Eelt, he ran ahead of AhaE all the way to Je]reel I Kgs.
-.
Pertinent te[tual matters in the Masoretic HeErew te[t of these
Sassages, comSared with ancient versions, will Ee considered, and
then the Sassages will Ee viewed in terms of the larger conte[t. The
literary organi]ation and movement and the themes and genres
of the conte[t I Kgs. - will Ee analy]ed and evaluated.
Ne[t, the historical and religious setting of the crisis will Ee sum
mari]ed, Eoth from the information in the EiElical te[t and from
information availaEle in other ancient Near Eastern literature. The
interSersonal relationshiSs of the individuals and grouSs Sartic
iSating in the crisis will Ee highlighted as the te[t is e[amined in terms
of content. Significant theological conceSts, esSecially the conceSt of
covenant, will Ee elucidated and their Eearing on constructing a rev-
elant message for today will Ee e[Slored.

The Condition of the Te[t
The te[tual variants in I Kings  are not numerous and all are
of little significance. The Greek version shows that the key SroElem is
knowing how to translate the sense of EliMah
s Tuestion adeTuately.
In the HeErew te[t, the first key word is Sosihim which is a
SarticiSle, designating continuous action, and referring to limSing
on criSSled legs. MeShiEoseth, son of Jonathan, is several times
descriEed as lame in Eoth of his feet, Eecause his nurse droSSed him
in a moment of Sanic II Sam.   . One grouS of Shys
ically handicaSSed are called lame in II Samuel , . The fact
that the SroShets of Baal are said to limS as they danced aEout the
altar II Kgs.  indicates that a simulated limS had religious
significance.
In II Samuel , the total statement of EliMah to the SeoSle
shows that he intended lameness to carry a metaShorical sense. The
SeoSle
s sSiritual indecision is comSaraEle to having criSSled feet.
The second key word in verse  is se
iffah, a feminine noun
having a symEolic or metaShorical imSort. In its literal sense, the
word means to Ee sSlit, Eroken or divided. Hence in Judges , 
Isaiah   the RSV has clefts of the rocks whereas NIV has
cave and overhanging crags. In relationshiS to trees the term
means Eranches or Eoughs Is.  , Eecause they divide
or fork off the main trunk of the tree. A metaShorical e[tension of
this feature can Ee seen in Isaiah  and E]ekiel -, desig
nating rulers as Eranches. In Psalm     the term Eecomes more
aEstract. See douEle-minded in RSV and NIV, Eut, strangely,
vain in KJV. The conditional sentence, If you follow . . .,
which comes after the Tuestion, gives se
iffah a sense similar to
Psalm .
In I Kings  the LXX has tais 
ignuais, meaning, the knees,
aSSarently an attemSt to interSret the HeErew figure of sSeech which
is Eased on the division of the lower Eody into two legs. In
comEination with limSing, the term SossiEly refers to legs of uneTual
length.
The te[t of I Kings - is e[Sanded in several Slaces in the
Greek version. In verse , after answer me, O Lord, it has answer
me this day Ey fire. In the ne[t verse, instead of their hearts it has
the hearts of this SeoSle. At the Eeginning of verse  the Greek
adds, And the servant went again seven times, and at the end reads,
a little cloud like the sole of a man
s foot Erought water. In verse ,

the Greek adds a word and reads, And AhaE weSt and went to
Je]reel.
These additions in the Greek version aSSear to Ee efforts to
e[Slain the te[t and in the last two instances tend to oEscure the
clear meaning of the te[t, or are indications the translators had a
HeErew te[t somewhat different than that Sreserved in the Masoretic
te[t. One may conclude that the SrototySes of the Masoretic
HeErew te[t had survived in good condition.
The Literary Structure of the Conte[t
The conte[t of the Mt. Carmel contest Eegins with I Kings 
and continues to  .  Kings - Srovides the overall Solitical
and religious setting for the crisis that was facing the SeoSle of Israel.
I Kings  introduces EliMah as the SroShet of the Lord and Sresents a
series of incidents that demonstrate the validity of his SroShetic
relationshiS with the Lord. ChaSter - gives the circumstances
of EliMah
s confrontation with King AhaE, and - has the
crucial contest itself. I Kings - Sresents the circumstances of
the storm that Eroke the drought. I Kings - descriEes the
aftermath of the contest in terms of EliMah
s flight from Je]eEel
s
wrath, and concludes with the Lord
s revelation to the SroShet
-.
How are each of these sections constructed" Are they unrelated, or
do they have Eonds which hold them as a unit" Answers to these
Tuestions would helS us see the imSortance of the Sassages under
consideration.
Looking more closely at I Kings -, we find these comSo
nents of the Sassage. Verse  Srovides the setting in terms of the
temSoral dates of King AhaE
s reign. Verse  is an evaluation of
AhaE
s reign and amounts to an indictment of the king. Verses -
a are a list of violations of long-cherished religious and moral
values in Israel, going Eack to the covenant of Sinai, with an
emShasis on Solytheism. Verse  ends with another evaluation in
the form of an indictment. Verse  highlights a violation of a Ean
Eased on the fall of Jericho Josh. . Since this act of child
sacrifice occurred within the Eoundaries of AhaE
s authority, he is
regarded as resSonsiEle for it.
During the reign of AhaE, a formidaEle challenger of his Sagan
Sractices arose in the Serson of EliMah whose home was in Gilead to
the east of the Jordan. I Kings  is a Erief glimSse of the initial

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confrontation. EliMah
s message to AhaE is in the form of a Sersonal
oath, anchored to the reality of the Lord, the God of Israel. Identi
fying himself as the Lord
s servant, EliMah declared that dew and rain
would cease and not come again until he gave his aSSroval.
The ne[t segment is I Kings - and Eegins with a standard
statement, a revelation formula  and continues with an oracle
from the Lord comSosed of a command  and a Sromise . Verse
 notes EliMah
s oEedience to the command, verse  relates how the
ravens fed him, and verse  concludes Ey oEserving that the Erook
Kerith ceased to flow due to the drought.
The third segment in the chaSter is made uS of verses -. Verse 
is the standard revelation formula, with a command and a Sromise in
verse . The ne[t verse notes EliMah
s oEedience and his discovery of
the widow at the gate of =areShath and asks for water. The second
reTuest for Eread  Erought forth a retort from the widow, in the
form of an oath . Ne[t comes a reSly from EliMah in the form of an
e[hortation, a command and a delivery of a message from the Lord
containing a Sromise -. The widow resSonds oEediently 
and the segment closes Ey noting the corresSondence Eetween the
Srovision and the word of the Lord.
The fourth segment is -, involving the same widow in
whose home EliMah was staying. Verse  Srovides the data for the
crisis of illness and the widow turns on EliMah with an accusation in
the form of a Tuestion and a statement . Verses - deal with
EliMah
s concern for the son
s sickness. There are two Srayers to the
Lord verse  has a Srayer made uS of a Tuestion of accusation and
verse , a simSle reTuest. The Lord resSonds Ey reviving the lad
, and EliMah Sresents the now healthy Eoy to his mother .
The segment concludes with a confession Ey the widow, recogni]ing
that EliMah is God
s man .
In -, the scene shifts and new data is given. This section
continues through verse  and is made uS of two conversations. One
dialogue is Eetween EliMah and OEadiah - and contains two
oaths, one Ey OEadiah  and one Ey EliMah . Verse  is a
transition sentence which SreSares the reader for the confrontation
Eetween EliMah and AhaE. Verse  has a Tuestion regarding
identification, as does verse  then EliMah delivers an accusation
and a command -.
The second section, -, has the contest itself and is made uS
of three suE-sections - - and -. In verses -, EliMah
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addresses the SeoSle,challenging them to make a decision  and
laying down the Srocedures of a contest -a to which the SeoSle
resSond favoraEly E. EliMah then turns to the SroShets of Baal
and commands them to Eegin their Sart of the contest  and they
oEey . EliMah ridicules them  and the SroShets of Baal
intensify their efforts , Eut end in failure .
The third suE-section, verses -, is the account of EliMah
s Sart
of the contest. Verses - relate the SreSaratory acts, - has
EliMah
s Srayer and verse  the dramatic act of God. The concluding
verses - summari]e the e[ecution of the SroShets of Baal.
The third maMor section of chaSter  is made uS of verses -.
EliMah commands the king to eat and drink  and he oEeys a.
Then EliMah Srays E- and a cloud aSSears a. The SroShet
gives another command to the king E and the chaSter concludes
with the race to Je]reel in the storm -.
ChaSter  is tied to the Sreceding chaSters in that, regarding
EliMah, it deSicts the aftermath of the contest on Mt. Carmel, and
serves as a transition to the work of a new servant of the Lord, EHsha.
Verses l-a serve as the setting and contain AhaE
s reSort to
Je]eEel , her vow to kill EliMah  and his flight -a. Verses E-
Eegin with the SroShet
s Srayer and follow with two visits Ey an
angel. Verses -a are a transition Sassage, relating EliMah
s travel to a
cave. Then the Lord Sersonally aSSears to him E- a, giving a
message E-  to the SroShet. Since this oracle directs EliMah into
a new Shase of his service, we will not Sroceed further.
GeograShical and chronological Eonds tend to tie these segments
together. The oSening segment - centers in the city of
Samaria, and SresumaEly it was there EliMah delivered his first
message to AhaE . The SroShet lived for a while at the Erook
Kerith, near the Jordan River -, then moved north of the
Eorders of the kingdom of Israel to =areShath in the land of the
Phoenicians -.
ChaSter  Eegins with a reference to Samaria  and it was in the
vicinity of that caSital city that EliMah contacted OEadiah and then
met AhaE. The contest took Slace on Mt. Carmel and at the conclu
sion of the chaSter Eoth AhaE and EliMah are shown racing to Je]reel
near Mt. GilEoa. Frightened Ey Je]eEel
s vow to kill, EliMah fled
south to BeersheEa  and then on to Mt. HoreE .
TemSoral references Eegin in . The other time references are
seTuential Eut largely indefinite, giving no indication in which year
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or years of AhaE
s reign they occurred. The references are in AhaE
s
time   , ne[t few years , some time later   , until
the day the Lord gives rain   , some time later  , After
a long time, in the third year , from morning till noon
, at noon , Midday Sassed . . . until time for the
evening sacrifice , at the time of sacrifice , a day
s
Mourney , and forty days and forty nights . Of interest
are references to the drought there will Ee neither dew nor rain in
the ne[t few years e[ceSt at my word  , After a long time, in
the third year ... I will send rain on the land , and Mean
while, the sky grew Elack with clouds, the wind rose, a heavy rain
came on .
The Sersonnel of this series of Sassages tie them together.
Predominately, the Lord, EliMah, AhaE and Je]eEel are Sresent, with
the Lord and EliMah in all sections. The widow and her son are
significant in -, OEadiah in -, the SroShets of Baal are
imSortant in -, and the angel in -.
Certain Shrases and key words serve as threads which weave in and
out of the several units of these chaSters. The following Hst and
references give some indication of this Shenomena Lord, God of
Israel,  l,Lord Almighty Lord God Almighty, 
,  word of the Lord,  , , ,   ,  
man of God, , SroShet s, , , ,,,,,
, ,  water and allied words, ,, ,  ,, ,,
, , ,   foods and allied words, ,  , , , , ,
 ,,  ,  eating and drinking, ,  ,,
, ,  altar s,  , , , ,  ,  die and
allied words,  Ey inference , , ,  , ,, , ,
, , , , ,  , Ey inference, , , ,  live and
allied words, , , , ,  , ,  , , .
The content of various segments and Shrases comEine to Eind
these Sassages together. The thrust of - is Easically an
indictment and EliMah
s retort to AhaE  is of the same nature.
So is the reSly of EliMah to the Lord , .
Oaths are Sresent in several of the Sassages. EliMah
s first message
to AhaE was an oath , the widow of =areShath resSonded to
EliMah
s reTuest for food with an oath . So did OEadiah
, and the same man reSorted that as AhaE searched from
country to country for EliMah, he made their leaders swear they could
not find him . EliMah reSlied with an oath . 4ueen
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Je]eEel took an oath Ey her own gods she would kill EliMah . It
would Ee interesting to know how she managed to e[Slain her failure
to do so.
Revelatory events in which the Lord sSoke to EliMah sSan the
several chaSters we are dealing with. The first is given in -, and
the others are in -  and E, , E, -. In E, 
an angel is God
s messenger. The usual content of these events is a
command Eut is often Saired with a Sromise. Verses E and E
have the same Tuestion. In every case EliMah resSonds oEediently.
In several Sassages, Srayer is a Einding element. Prayers offered Ey
EliMah are found in , - and - Ey imSlication. Also
a Srayer is found in , and the resSonses of EliMah to the Lord in
, , which are identical, may Ee understood as Srayers.
Most of the Sassages in the conte[t of the selected Sortions have a
crucial act on which the trend of events turned, followed Ey a
climactic event. The crucial event in - is AhaE
s marriage to
Je]eEel E and the clima[ is Hiel
s act of sacrificing his two sons
. The delivery of food to EliMah  is crucial for it fulfilled
God
s Sromise E as well as sustaining his Eody. The drying uS of
the Erook is a clima[  for it demonstrated the validity of EliMah
s
message to AhaE lE. The turning Soint in - is the delivery of
God
s word to the widow, for it Sersuaded her to oEey EliMah, and the
clima[ is the ever renewing suSSly of flour and oil E- a. The
crucial moment in the ne[t incident  - is the Lord
s resSonse
to the SroShet
s Srayer  and the clima[ is EliMah
s announcement,
Look, your son is alive E. The turning Soint in - is the
dramatic moment when the fire of the Lord fell  and the clima[
is the confession of the SeoSle, The Lord, He is God The Lord, He
is God . In  - the crucial act is the visit of the angel E-,
for, with the visitation, the SroShet
s attitude changed from desSair
to new hoSe. The clima[ is the gentle whisSer and the voice that
came from it E- .
In terms of literary tySes, - is a Mudicial indictment, and
 the declaration of Sunishment. The ne[t three stories in chaSter
 are miracle stories that validate the sSecial servant relationshiS of
EliMah to the Lord. Overall, - is a covenant renewal event, fol
lowed Ey a miracle story that again validates EliMah
s SroShetic
mission in terms of the threat in , and the release from Sunish
ment in , not for AhaE
s sake Eut for the SeoSle who had renewed
their covenant relationshiS with the Lord. The Sassage in  is

much like the accounts of call to mission found in E[odus , Isaiah ,
Jeremiah  E]ekiel -, and may Ee regarded as a recall to mission
with a new asSect of that task Eeing unveiled.
Historical Contest
To demonstrate more fully the crucial nature of the contest on Mt.
Carmel, a summary of the Eroader historical and religious factors is
called for. The Sassage, -, is remarkaEly Erief when comSared
to the imSortance of AhaE in the history of the northern kingdom of
Israel.
This kingdom got its start with the successful revolution of
JeroEoam against the son of Solomon, RehoEoam,A who soon set uS
worshiS centers at Bethel Must north of Jerusalem and at Dan at the
foot of Mt. Hermon. In these centers he Slaced golden calves I Kgs.
-, for which sin he was condemned and Sunished I Kgs.
-. AhaE also was condemned for continuing this Solicy I
Kgs. a.
Since the northern kingdom had no tradition or Srocedure for
succession of leadershiS, it e[Serienced much turmoil. JeroEoam
s
son NadaE attemSted to take his father
s Slace Eut was assassinated
within two years Ey Baasha, who wiSed out the royal family. After
Baasha
s death,  years later, Elah sought to continue his father
s
dynasty Eut was killed Ey =imri who destroyed all others in the
family. 
A general named Omri reEelled and =imri committed suicide.
Omri sSent four years overSowering those who resisted his claim to
the throne Eut, once successful, Sroceeded to Ering staEility to the
northern kingdom I Kgs. -. Early in his reign he Euilt a new
caSital on a mountain and called it Samaria I Kgs. . He ne[t
regained control of the area east of the Jordan and Dead Sea and
made a treaty with the sea Sower headed Ey EthEaal, king of the
Sidonians, whose caSital was Tyre. Omri was SroEaEly resSonsiEle
for arranging the marriage of AhaE and Je]eEel. Peace was made
with the kingdom of Judah.
Omri needed the aid of Judah and the Phoenicians, for the Syrians
of Damascus had Eecome strong and aggressive. Even more
dangerous were the ominous moves westward of Assyria whose
Erutal Sower was centered on the Tigris River.
For the first time in the northern kingdom, a son was aEle to
continue his father
s Sower as king. AhaE Eecame an imSortant
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Solitical figure and no one was aEle to challenge his griS on the
throne. With Je]eEel, AhaE enMoyed the new SrosSerity sSarked Ey
his father
s Solicies, and they enlarged their wealth Ey e[Sloiting
trade routes that Sassed through their realm, and Ey taking
advantage of the farmers. Even more serious was the strong will of
the new foreign Tueen who actively estaElished Solytheism with all its
sordid Sractices, and enticed AhaE to SarticiSate in them. WorshiS
of the Lord God of Israel was forEidden and His worshiSers were
hunted like animals. EliMah was called Ey the Lord to challenge this
griS of Saganism at great risk of life. If the trend continued
unchecked, the worshiS of the Lord could Eecome a memory only.A
The main deities chamSioned Ey Je]eEel were Baal and Asherah.
Basically, Baal was the god of storm and croSs and often names of
localities were added as Sart of his title. It would aSSear that Je]eEel
Sreferred Baal-MelTart, for he was SoSular among the Phoenicians
and Mt. Carmel was thought to Ee one of his sSecial mountains.
TemSles and altars in his honor were many and his SroShets were
masters in divination and magic. A drought that continued
unchecked for more than three years would Ee a direct challenge of
his Sower and magical tricks with fire were favored Ey his followers.
As we move now to a closer e[amination of the contest itself, it
would Ee well to note several asSects of the relationshiS Eetween
AhaE and EliMah. ChaSter - deSicts AhaE as a Eold sinner
who esSoused the se[ worshiS of Baal and Asherah with enthusiasm.
EliMah
s delivery of the threat of the drought must have non-Slussed
him, for traditionally in Israel kings did not harm SroShets. But
Je]eEel must have stirred him to action. The fact that EliMah hid
himself in the ravine of Kerith and in the city of =areShath, which
ironically was near the caSital of Je]eEel
s father, and AhaE
s search
for EliMah in neighEoring countries, are evidences of the wrath of the
royal household.
When AhaE ne[t met EliMah  he was arrogant and hostile,
Eut yielded to the SroShet
s challenge to the contest, for it aSSeared
to Ee a game he couldn
t lose. How could one man win against
hundreds of Baal SroShets"
During the contest, AhaE is in the Eackground, SroEaEly smugly
awaiting EliMah
s downfall. The failure of the Baal SroShets and the
sSectacular fire that consumed EliMah
s sacrifice must have stunned
the man. He seems remarkaEly docile as he oEeys EliMah
s
instructions that he eat and drink, and then hitch uS his horses to
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return to Je]reel. His reSort to Je]eEel seems mild comSared to the
immediate rage of the Tueen.
A Closer Look at I Kings , -
We have already looked at the te[t of verse , Eut more needs to
Ee said of its significance. Though the NIV, like many translations,
has Elurred the SicturesTue images of EliMah
s Tuestion, it has
caStured the essence of its thrust, How long will you waver Eetween
two oSinions" EliMah Sroceeds to face the SeoSle who SroEaEly
were mostly leaders of villages and cities, with ahernatives, which
Erought into focus the dilemma they were wrestling with. It was a
conflict Eetween the state and their religious heritage. If they did
indeed follow the true God, the God of their fathers,A they were in
danger of the vicious wrath of the royal family. If they did
wholeheartedly Sractice the immoral rites of Baalism, they would
come under the wrath of God and Ee Sunished even more severely
than Ey famine.
Dilemmas were not unknown Ey other SarticiSants mentioned in
-. EliMah lived in the Sainful Eoundaries of a dilemma. If
the Lord did not Srotect and suSSort him, he could Ee destroyed Ey
AhaE, and the king was in the Eackground at Mt. Carmel waiting for
an oSSortunity to take vengeance on the SroShet.
The widow had felt the Sangs of a dilemma. If she oEeyed EliMah,
she could lose Srecious food Ey feeding him , and the aSSarent
loss of her son seemed to Ee a Sunishment for hiding EliMah in her
home. She was angry and afraid. If she did not oEey a man of God,
who knows what would haSSen.
OEadiah knew the agonies of a dilemma. He had Eeen secretly
hiding SroShets of the Lord, Eut at any moment he could Ee e[Sosed
and killed. The SossiEility that EliMah might disaSSear heightened
that danger. If OEadiah did not oEey EliMah, he would Ee violating his
faithfulness to his Lord.
AhaE did not seem to reali]e it, Eut he too faced a dilemma. If he
gathered his many SroShets of Baal on Mt. Carmel, he ran the risk
that they would Ee discredited and destroyed. If he did not do so, it
would aSSear to others he was a coward, and that would enhance
EliMah
s SoSularity in the nation. He was stunned when he reali]ed
the traS he had walked into.
Like the king, the SroShets of Baal did not reali]e their dilemma. If
they SarticiSated in that contest, they risked e[Sosure as frauds and
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then death. If they did not enter the contest, they would face reSrisals
Ey AhaE who would have Eeen humiliated. They too did not see the
traS.
The functioning of these dilemmas in all the SarticiSants in the test
gave to that event its intensity and its crucial character.
The SeoSle had Eeen challenged to choose Eetween Baal and the
Lord of Israel , and the SroShets of Baal had desSerately
Eegged their god to consume their sacrifice. They had failed.
Now it was EliMah
s turn to demonstrate that his God could
miraculously send fire to the altar. Twelve stones reSresenting the
triEes of Israel, including Eoth the kingdoms of Judah and Israel,
made uS the restored altar. Jars of water drenched the area of the
altar. An imSossiEle situation had Eeen created.
The e[act time of the evening sacrifice cannot Ee ascertained,
Eut it surely was not long after midday, for one must allow time for
the other events recorded in ff to take Slace Eefore dark.
EliMah
s aSSroach to his God was uncomSlicated and direct. He
simSly steSSed forth and Srayed. The Srayer was not Eegun with
O Lord, my God,  , , Eut with an aSSellation that reached
Eack to the ancestors of Israel who first knew a convenant
relationshiS to God AEraham, Isaac and Israel the same Shrasing
Moses used in a Srayer after the incident ofAaron and the golden calf
E[. . Note that EliMah had Must stressed that the  stones
making uS the altar of the Lord reSresented all the triEes of JacoE
whose name had Eeen changed Ey the Lord to Israel cf E[. .
Evidently, EliMah was seeking every means to emShasi]e the
sSiritual elements rather than the Surely Shysical linage of the
SeoSle.
EliMah desired that God
s act would have a teaching imSact on the
SeoSle Sresent, so these SeoSle will know. The SroShet well knew
that the truth of true identity of deity did not rest on a declaration
that the Lord was God in Israel. The truth would have to Ee
imSressed on heart and mind Ey a Sowerful act of God which could
not Ee duSlicated Ey human ingenuity.A
EliMah was not asking God to demonstrate His universality rather,
he was Sraying that God make clear Ey a Sowerful act His reality as
the only true God, in contrast to the unreality of Baal. In HeErew, the
word translated know means more than a grasS of fact or conceSt.
The word often means to e[Serience another Ey intimate contact, as
in marriage and involves acceStance of another as friend or ally.
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In the covenant, it iAieans to recogni]e a suSerior Serson as lord who
has authority to rule.s This latter meaning seems to Ee what EliMah
had in mind.
EliMah regarded himself as a servant of the Lord cf. , the
widow of =eraShath called him a man of god , , Eut AhaE
reEuked him Ey caUing him a trouEler of Israel . The Lord
often called His SroShets, my servants,
 and EliMah Sreferred this
laEel for he looked on himself as oEedient in word and deed. The Sro
Shet oEserves that all he had done uS to that moment had Eeen at
your command   E. He Eelieved the Lord suSSorted those who
oEeyed Him so, confidently he asked his Lord to act. EliMah did not
seek self-glory. His concern was for his SeoSle. He knew they needed
helS to make their decision in that crucial hour. The SroShet asked
the Lord to Serform a re-creative work in their hearts so they could
enter into a renewal of covenant. This was the oEMective that really
mattered.
EliMah had offered a short, simSle Srayer of faith, and if nothing
had haSSened, all would have Eeen lost. But a wonder did haSSen.
The sky was clear of clouds yet, a Eolt of fire fell uSon the sacrifice
with intense heat so that all of it, the ahar, wood, stones, soil and
water were consumed. God had demonstrated that He is in fact
deity.
The Shockwaves of that firey event were Srofound. The te[t gives
mention of the imSact on the SeoSle Srimarily. As one they fell
Srostrate and cried, The Lord, He is God The Lord, He is God As
in verse  and , the HeErew word for God Sossesses an article,
Saired with a Sronoun of emShasis,He, which designates the
Lord as the only true God, e[clusive of all others. ImSlicitly, the
confession affirms that Baal is a false deity. The SeoSle had made
their choice.
In accordance with ancient Mosaic law, the false SroShets were
Sunished for their fraudulence with death. 
 

EliMah now turns his attention to a matter of crucial imSortance,
the ending of the drought. He issues orders to AhaE he seemed in a
state of shock and to his own servant, and gives himself to Srayer.
The content of the Srayer is not recorded Eut the e[Sectancy of the
SroShet is highlighted. In contrast to the short Srayer at the altar, this
time he Sersists in Srayer and immediately acts when he hears that a
cloud has aSSeared.
The coming of the Sower of the Lord uSon EliMah was a con-
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firmation to him of God
s aSSroval and suSSort. 
 He did not
SroShesy, he Must ran and ran.
The Covenant Framework
of the Mt. Carmel Contest
The Easic clue that the ancient covenants were functioning as the
framework in the work of EliMah comes to the surface in , ,
with the Shrase, The Israelites have reMected your covenant.
Earlier, EliMah had accused AhaE of the same sin, though in different
words, you have aEandoned the Lord
s commands and have
followed the Baals E. The oSening SaragraSh of the conte[t
of the incident on Mt. Carmel has a statement which the same
concern, namely, AhaE ... did more to Srovoke the Lord, the God
of Israel, to anger than . . . .
All of these accusations Soint Eack to the covenant made on Sinai
E[. -, and it is instructive to comSare motifs of our e[egetical
Sassages and their conte[t with the original event recorded in
E[odus -, with the first fracturing of the covenant and its
renewal E[. -, with the covenant renewal in MoaE Dt. ,
with the first covenant at Shechem Josh. - and then the
second renewal Josh. .
The normal title of the covenant-making God is Lord in all
instances, with Lord, God of Israel in , and God of AEraham,
Isaac and Israel in  . In relation to the designation of the Lord as
the true God, all tendencies or acts of recogni]ing the gods and
goddesses of other nations, esSecially the Canaanites, and esSousing
their immoral Sractices are forEidden. Such restrictions are found in
E[odus  -,  , ,  - - Deuteronomy -
 Joshua , -.
God
s attitude toward those whose heart turns away from the
Lord our God Dt.  is anger and Sunishment. Warnings of
His anger are sounded in E[odus  , with which Moses wrestled
in intercession, and demonstrated in - with Sunishment.
Anger is also highlighted in Deuteronomy - and Sunishment
in Joshua -.
The association of oaths with divine acts are found in E[odus
  and Deuteronomy , . AudiEle revelations ofGod to the
covenant mediator are recorded in E[odus -, , -, -, 
- - -,  - ,  -, , , , -
-, -.
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The SossiEihty of divine forgiveness and then renewal of covenant
are estaElished in Moses
 intercessions with the Lord recorded in
-, - -, - . The covenant events in MoaE
Dt.  and twice at Shechem Josh. -  are demonstra
tions that a Eroken covenant can Ee renewed and thus served as
Srecedents for the covenant renewal event on Mt, Carmel.
The most vivid Sarallels to EliMah
s challenge to make a choice
Eetween the God of Israel and Baalism are found in E[odus 
and Joshua  . Declarations of commitment are found in E[odus
 E,  E, and Joshua -.
An altar and young Eull sacrifices are associated with the covenant
on Mt. Sinai E[. - -, in which case  stones reSre
senting the  triEes of Israel make uS the altar. In the incident of
the golden calf, the assemEly sets uS an altar and sacrifices Eurnt
offerings and dances aEout it. Moses destroys the golden calf and
commands the Levites to kill the offenders, which they do E[. ,
-, to which the Lord adds a Slague .
The demonstration of God
s Sresence and Sower through fire of
several kinds is evident at various stages of the making of the
covenant at Sinai. See E[odus ,   . The same is
true of the cloud E[. ,  ,   though its function
is a Eit different. At Sinai the cloud reSresented the Sresence of God
and confirmed God
s sSecial relationshiS to Moses. On Mt. Carmel
the cloud marked God
s answer to Srayer, signaling the coming
storm. In so doing, the cloud served to confirm EliMah
s SroShetic
relationshiS with God, as did also the fire on the altar.
All these Sarallels Eetween the Sinaitic covenant and the several
renewals of it make clear the covenant renewal nature of the contest
on Mt. Carmel. Baalism had Eeen successfully challenged and
e[Sosed and the reality of God was now known Ey the Israelites,
who in awe declared allegiance to Him. An event of divine covenant
had Eeen estaElished in Israel comSaraEle to the covenant of Sinai.
The ProShets at Mt. Carmel
An imSortant feature of the contest was the fundamental
difference Eetween the nature of SroShecy in the worshiS of Baal and
that associated with the Lord God of Israel.
The SroShets of Baal are well known from the Old Testament and
from Canaanite literature as claimants of revelations from their deity
and as wonder workers, esSecially in the realm of rainmaking.
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Artistic reSresentations of Baal show him with a war cluE in one
hand and a lightning Eolt in the other. Divination has to do with the
skills of oEtaining knowledge aEout future events. Nothing in the
contest Eears uSon their arts of divination, though the SroShets of
Baal aSSear Tuite confident as they enter the contest. The cru[ of the
trial is Sower, the Sower to do the sSectacular.
Like the Israelites, the worshiSers of Baal offered Eulls as Eurnt
offerings on stone altars, Eut it was not usual for them to worshiS
without carved images of Baal and live coals Sresent for the sacrifice.
Yet, Canaanite myths relate how Baal used magic to Serform many
remarkaEle feats. Having mythical tales aEout magic and having to
Sroduce fire at the sSur of the moment are not the same. The Baal
worshiSers were Eold enough to try, and engaging in their usual
limSing dance, then their desSerate act of cutting their flesh, they
hoSed symSathetic magical Sowers would Ee released so unnatural
fire would result. EliMah well knew that their magic could not Ee
effective without trickery and deceStion, so he sSrung the test on
them at the last moment. These SroShets did not have time for
deceStive SreSarations, they did not have their idols Sresent, and the
eyes of SerhaSs several thousand SeoSle were oEserving their every
move. Magic cannot Sroduce wonders under such circumstances.
They SroShesied, Eut it was a fren]y, instead of a Sroclaimed
message.
In contrast, EliMah was a true SroShet of the God of Israel. Under
oath, he Sredicted the drought, a challenge to the storm Sroducing
Sowers of Baal, and did it in the Sresence of a mighty king  . He
Sredicted the continuous suSSly of flour and oil , and the soon
coming of the storm . The latter is clearly Eased on a revealed
word of the Lord  . The Srediction in   Eegins with For this
is what the Lord, the God of Israel says, which means EliMah was a
messenger of a word received from the Lord cf  E and E. The
first Srediction was Eased on his servant relationshiS to the Lord,
which means EliMah
s word had come from the Lord.
EliMah was a messenger of the Lord
s messages and he was also a
Srosecutor of the Lord
s court. The SroShet
s first message was a
Sronouncement ofMudgment, an e[Sression of the anger of the Lord.
As the Lord
s legal reSresentative, he Sossessed authority and did not
hesitate to give commands, even to the king. He also was an
intercessor, taking on himself the Eurdens of the widow -
and the destiny of his SeoSle at the drenched altar, so these SeoSle
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will know . . . and Ee converted. He Sersevered in Srayer that
God
s mercy Ee evident in the giving of rain -, and that he,
himself, might gain a new understanding of his mission , , ,
for he was graSSling with desSair.
The wonders that accomSanied his ministry were not his own acts,
they were acts of the Lord. He was fed at Kerith Ey the ravens the
Lord had Sromised. The continuous suSSly of flour and oil were
fulfillments of God
s word . The restoration of the Eoy to life
was the Lord
s answer to Srayer, not a magical result of EliMah
s Eody
touching the Eoy
s Eody. The fire fell in answer to Srayer Eecause the
Lord chose to demonstrate His reality , and the storm came in
God
s answer to Srayer and in fulfillment of Sromise , . The
final wonder was to make clear to the SroShet that the Lord must not
Ee identified with any natural disSlay of Sower, not even fire Eut,
that He comes Ey means of a gentle whisSer, a voice to the inner Eeing.
EliMah was a human Eeing. He suffered the Sangs of douEt 
and felt the griS of desSair  cf James  . Yet, once he knew
the will of his Lord, he was a messenger with indomitaEle courage, an
oEedient servant.
What Does This Mean to Us"
The answer to this Tuestion would deSend on where we may live in
the world today. Christians in Oriental countries that are Solythe
istic, as in Baalism, or in communistic countries where atheism holds
Sower, would aSSly the truths of the event on Mt. Carmel in different
ways. We who e[Serience the Sluralism of America need to sort out
aSSlicaEle truths in another manner.
We know nothing, e[Serientially, of a government headed Ey a
royal family of great Sower, though we do know of governmental
agencies who seem to encroach on religious freedoms. Generally
sSeaking, numerous deities, idols, outdoor altars and Eurnt offerings
are foreign to us, though temSles dedicated to Oriental deities are
increasing in numEer, and interest in Solytheism seems to Ee
growing. For decades occult Sractices have had a Eehind-closed-
doors e[istence, Eut are now oSenly SuElici]ed in the media,
involving SeoSle of all ages in its arts.
Ways of worshiSing the true God differ from EliMah
s time. No
longer are stone altars and sacrificed animals acceSted in our wor
shiS services. PuElic e[ecution of enemies of the faith has Eeen set
aside in favor of loving our enemies. Nor is the stress Srimarily on the
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God of Israel. Rather, the emShasis is on the God of the universe, the
triune God, the Father, Son and Holy SSirit, revealed in the New
Testament.
There are truths regnant in Eoth the conte[t and e[egetical Sas
sages we have discussed which are aSSlicaEle to SeoSle in all ages,
in all nations, in all situations.
Fundamental to our faith is the truth that the Lord God is not to Ee
identified with any human Eeing, any natural oEMect, or any natural
Sower. God is creator of all these asSects of nature and sovereign
over all. His reality renders all Solytheistic deities and atheistic
theories false. A naturalistic humanism that would eTuate nature
with deity must Ee challenged and so must a government that would
control and Sersecute religious faith and Sractice. God alone must Ee
Lord of Lords and King of Kings.
God
s SeoSle must Ee challenged to choose Eetween the SrevaiUng
and aggressive cultures of our day, and loyalty to the God revealed in
the ScriStures. All must Ee urged to allow the Sower of the Holy
SSirit to Serform His own kinds of wonders in individuals and in the
Eody of Christ, the church. All must witness SuElicly to their
commitment to Jesus Christ, the revealed Son who was Eorn, lived,
died and arose again for the salvation of all who receive Him as
Savior.
The messenger of the Lord must know the written word of God
and know the life-changing encounter that changes the inner Eeing
and lays uSon the soul a fresh word of the Lord for the Sresent evil
age. The true servant will Ee confident like EliMah in the authoritative
source of the message and Sroclaim it with courage, seeking the
conversion of many to God. Though, like EliMah, the mind may Ee
Su]]led Ey the way things are going, and even clouded Ey feelings of
loneliness and desSair, the SSirit will Ee oSen to the visitation of
angels and the gentle whisSer. The Sresence of God will Ee felt anew
and Eroader hori]ons of service will Ee revealed. The Lord
s Sromises
will Ee fulfilled and e[citement and courage surge through the
soul. ᪽
Footnotes

ReSresentative dates for AhaE
s reign are - B.C. Ey Leon Wood, A Survey of
Israel
s History. Grand RaSids =ondervan PuElishing House. , S.  and -
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 B.C. Ey John Bright, A History of Israel. Phil The Westminster Press. .
S. .
John Bright gives the year as , Eut Leon Wood Srefers  B.C.

The accounts of these events can Ee found in I Kings - -.
This data is Eased on a statement in the MoaEite Stone which is translated in
Ancient Near Eastern Te[ts, ed. James B. Pritchard. Princeton Princeton University
Press. . S. .

For more detail see John Bright, IEid., . SS. - and, Leon Wood, IEid.,
SS. -.
Note the reference to the Patriarchs in E[odus  ,   and  in the
conte[t of the E[odus from EgySt and the events at Sinai.

This Shrase occurs in the Sinai conte[t in E[odus    and in many
other Sassages. See a concordance.
See the e[cellent treatment of this word Ey A. J. Heschel, The ProShets. New York
HarSer and Row, PuE. , SS. -.

See the Shrase, my servants the SroShets, in II Kings  ,   
E]ra   Jeremiah      E]ekiel  Daniel ,  Amos
 =echariah  , and other similar Shrases. See a concordance.

Note the several forms of fire in relationshiS to God
s acts at Sinai E[. ,
  , .
The Easic law is Deuteronomy  and  which is in a Eook organi]ed after
the Sattern of ancient covenants, Eoth as a whole and in some of its chaSters cf. , , ,
,  , . The Eook is dated early.

AComSare Micah  and a similar statement in =echariah .
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The Godly and the Good Life
The RelationshiS Between
Character and Circumstance
in BiElical Thought
Ey David L. ThomSson
The ProElem
The Tuestion as to whether the godly do or even should receive
the good life health, SrosSerity, longevity is of immense
theological and Sractical significance and has Eeen for millennia.
Some imSlications are oEvious. If there is a direct or even a close
relationshiS Eetween moral character and life circumstance, then
what haSSens to one in life should say something Eoth aEout God
s
attitude toward one and the Tuality of one
s Siety.
The current revival of well-intentioned Eut simSlistic Sresenta
tions of the relationshiS Eetween Siety and SrosSerity is evidence of
enduring Sractical interest in the suEMect.
 The fact that such works
can Ee Srofusely furnished with suSSorting EiElical te[ts should also
indicate that the Tuestion may Ee significant for EiElical theology.
The SroElems raised Ey such a SroSosition are nowhere descriEed
more starkly than in Ecclesiastes -. There, one of Israel
s most
Srovocative writers candidly oEserved that looking only at life
s
circumstances, esSecially death that snares all men, one could say
nothing either aEout the Tuality of individuals
 Siety or aEout God
s
disSosition toward them. We are oEviously in God
s hand, he said,
Eut whether it is for love or hate man does not know Ecc. .
He continues in language strikingly reminiscent of contemSorary
e[istentialists stating that, viewed from the SersSective that the godly
receive the good life, Everything Eefore them men is an aEsurdity,
since one fate comes to all, to the righteous and the wicked Ecc.
.
Dr. David L. ThomSson is Assistant Professor of BiElical Literature
at AsEury Theological Seminary.
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Less fervent souls Sosed the same SroElem more caustically to
Malachi. This SroShet Sreached God
s call for sincere worshiS Mai.
- and His Sromise of aEundant Elessing for an honest tithe
Mai. -. His skeStical listeners retorted that, as far as they
could oEserve, it would make no Sractical difference whether they
oEeyed or did not. To them God aSSeared to delight in evildoers
Mai.   and such Sersons seemed to SrosSer, Sutting God to the
test with imSunity Mai. . Such ama]ing statements as those of
the Preacher
s esSecially led one to susSect that a study of the whole
matter could Srovide an oSSortunity to think through again the
Shenomenon of EiElical revelation itself. To a Sartial outline of such
a study we now turn.
The Background
In the matter of the results of oEedience to Yahweh, as in many
other matters, God
s early efforts to teach His SeoSle met them at
their own, ultimately inadeTuate level. With regard to reward and
Sunishment one may call it that, though there is more involved God
first revealed Himself to Israel in terms familiar to them from their
environment.
This accommodation contrasts with some Soints at which
Yahweh
s agenda of instruction called for a radical deSarture from
the thought of Israel
s environment, a radical, cultural mutation
Eorn of divine revelation. In a world reSlete with gods and their
images, where Sersonal and cultic religion was inconceivaEle without
fertility worshiS and magic, Israel
s SroscriStion of idolsA and her
conceStion of Yahweh as essentially ase[ual and Eeyond the reach of
symSathetic magic are Eut two among many such astounding
Soints. Thus, while it is unwise to ground a case for divine revelation
on an e[aggerated view of Israel
s uniTueness,A the other human
istic e[treme which insists that one must descriEe novel
configurations in Israel
s religion as having their origin in an orderly
set of relationshiSs which follow the usual tySological seTuences of
historical changeA i.e., must not resort to theological causes will
not do Mustice to EiElical evidence either. A SreferaEle aSSroach
avoids Eoth of these e[tremes and sees the whole Srocess of
accommodation and instruction as legitimately revelation.
Hosea
s Eeautiful image of Yahweh
s teaching young Israel to walk
as a father would take a tottering child Ey the hand Hos.    - is a
model here.
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To return to the Soint, while Yahweh radically altered Israel
s
conceSts of who God might Ee and how they might relate to Him, He
allowed them in the Eeginning to conceive the results of oEedience or
disoEedience to Him in terms familiar to them from their
environment. A survey of the literature from the nations surrounding
Israel makes this clear. So writing on the good life in MesoSotamia,
Thorkild JacoEsen comments,
Thus the way of oEedience, of service and worshiS, is the
way to achieve Srotection and it is also the way to earthly
success, to the highest values in MesoSotamian life health
and long life, honored standing in the community, many
sons, wealth.A
This theological construct of life undergirds, for e[amSle, The
Poem of the Righteous Sufferer from the Cassite Seriod in BaEylon
mid-second millennium B.C., roughly contemSorary with or shortly
Srior to the time of Moses. Here a sufferer reasons that his illness is a
lot deserved Ey a wrong-doer, not one devoted as he is to the gods.
Another MesoSotamian work, SroEaEly later, advises, Reverence
for the god Sroduces well-Eeing, sacrifice Srolongs life,
 while a
Srayer from the Neo-Assyrian Seriod, roughly contemSorary with
the Israelite monarchy, reasons from the same viewSoint as that of
the righteous sufferer in the Cassite Seriod of the Srevious
millennium.
Turning from MesoSotamia to Asia Minor, a Hittite Daily
Prayer of the King fourteenth century B.C. Ereathes the same air.
In its hymnic section it is affirmed, The godly man is dear to thee, oh
TeleSinus, and thou . . . doest e[alt him.

 Then in the concluding
section the Srayer continues with the reTuest that TeleSinus Eless the
royal family and Hatti land the Hittites with . . .
enduring life, health, long years .... Grant them sons . . . 
Grant them fertility of grain and vine, of sheeS, cattle and
SeoSle Grant them a man
s valiant and victorious
weaSon Set the countries of the enemy Eeneath their feet ....
From Hatti land drive forth the evil fever, Slague, famine
and misery And the oSSosite for the enemy
A
Down the coast and closer to Israel, the SeoSle of Ugarit e[hiEit
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the same assumStions aEout the relationshiS Eetween the godly and
the good life. In this instance, one may cite the legal Sractice ofusing
an oath not only to guarantee truth, Eut to discern falsehood. The
serious assumStion here is that a dishonest Serson actually will refuse
an oath Eefore a deity, fearing reSrisal from the gods for a false oath
the real theological Eackground of the now meaningless Sractice of
reTuiring oaths in court. i It is not an accident that in Ugaritic
mythology the river is Judge River, a designation one would e[Sect
to derive from the Sractice of trial Ey ordeal that rests on the same
theological construct. Throw the accused in the water the innocent
survive, the guilty drown.
In EgySt, already in the third millennium, this viewSoint is
attested. The Instruction of the Vi]ier Ptah-HoteS, which in
general counsels on how to Ee a good state official without reference
to the gods, also includes the following note Satisfy thy clients with
what has accrued to thee, what accrues to one whom god favors.

Finally one may recall the reasoning of Israel
s immediate
neighEor, the MoaEite king, Mesha ninth century B.C.. From the
same Sremise he saw conTuest of MoaE Ey kings Omri and AhaE of
Israel as evidence that Chemosh MoaE
s god was angry with his
land. 

E[amSles could Ee multiSlied. The few cited here were taken from
all Soints of the comSass, from the third millennium through the
mid-first millennium, and from divergent literary genre ᪽ hymns,
Srayers, letters of state, wisdom te[ts and SuElic commemorative
documents in order to show that the viewSoint summari]ed Ey
JacoEsen on the good life in MesoSotamia was one of the Eedrock
assumStions of the whole ancient Near East.
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The Old Testament
s Dominant View
The significance of the Sreceding material for this discussion is
that the viewSoint reflected is much the same viewSoint assumed in
the Sinaitic covenant. 
A A review of the Elessings and curses which
conclude the covenant, Leviticus  and Deuteronomy , suSSorts
this. OEedience to the covenant Erings immediate concrete Elessing
in this life. DisoEedience Erings the oSSosite ᪽ curses.
This view was not rigidly imSosed on all of life so that every evil
could necessarily Ee e[Slained in terms of disoEedience. Neither was
service to God reduced to an e[change of worshiS for gain. The

narrative of AEraham
s odyssey focuses on the nature of his
relationshiS with Yahweh Tuite aSart from whether AEraham
e[Seriences anything of God
s award or not.
A And Rosea
recogni]ed Elessings of field and flock as coming from God, in sSite
of Israel
s unfaithfulness Hos. -. Nevertheless, the content of
the covenant at the Soint addressed here had a suEstantial influence
on Israel
s thought and Srovided the theological SersSective for
e[tensive amounts of the Old Testament.
The classical SroShets Sreached assuming the "mc conscience in
Eoth Judah and North Israel to Ee informed Ey the covenant
s laws
and Elessing-curse eSilogues which were formally an integral Sart of
that covenant. Amos
 assumStion clearly was that Israel should have
interSreted one calamity after another, famine, drought, failure of
the harvest, failure in war, and eSidemics as Yahweh knocking at
their door, as von Rad correctly oEserves,
 i.e., as immediate,
concrete results of their sin, Erought in accord with the covenant
s
Elessings and curses Amos -.
This Soint, of course, is not universally granted for various
reasons. For e[amSle, one of the most outstanding recent students of
the SroShets, Hans Wolff, does not allow that Amos - , Eelongs
to the SroShet himself. For stylistic reasons which are not
comSelling and Srecisely Eecause of the oEvious Sarallels with
Leviticus  and more loosely Deuteronomy , Wolff feels these
stroShes in Amos  stand in Sro[imity to the Holiness Code, which
SroEaEly came into Eeing in the latest Seriod of the Sre-e[ilic cultus
i.e., at least a century after Amos.

 In other words the Elessing-
curse formulae are not Sart of the EackdroS against which Amos
could have Sreached, Eecause they Eelong to literature formulated
only late in the monarchy. In this regard, Wolff is heir of the classic
critical view and its treatment of Deuteronomy. D. R. Driver, for
e[amSle, in , viewed Deuteronomy as heir of the SroShets,
esSecially Hosea,o and regarded the Sarallels Eetween Amos  and
Deuteronomy  as unconvincing and incaSaEle of Sroving Amos

familiarity with the Elessing-curse formulae of the covenant. 
 Driver
failed to see that similarity in content is not really the Soint. Amos

whole Sreaching assumes the covenant
s curses. Without them the
logic of his warnings fails comSletely so Wolffs solution would Ee
SreferaEle to Driver
s if these are the only alternatives.
From a different tack, Martin Noth has attemSted to Srove that
the Elessing-curse oStion in Deuteronomy Sresents a real way-of-life
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and way-of-death choice that can only have its sit] im leEen in the
late monarchy, Eased on later e[Serience, not on old covenant
form.
All of these measures are Sroven unnecessary Ey recent studies in
the relationshiS of the SroShets to treaty curses in the Old Testament
and the ancient Near East. On the Easis of e[tensive analysis, DelEert
Killers argues convincingly against the fragmentation of the lengthy
Elessing-curse list in Deuteronomy  and Must as convincinglyor the
SroShets
 knowledge of Israelite covenant form, comSlete with
Elessings and curses already in the eighth century B.C. Not only so,
Eut this understanding of the relationshiS Eetween character and
circumstance remained the SroShetic frame of reference on into the
restoration Seriod. This is clear from the Sreaching of Haggai and
Malachi. Haggai esSecially reasoned from e[ternal natural effects he
oEserved in the community Soor harvest and hard times. Hag.  
to moral causes neglect of the temSle Euilding SroMect for selfish
reasons,  ,. The Sassages noted earlier in Malachi show the same
Soint of view Mai.  -, -. Israel
s historical Eooks are
written from that SersSective as well. 

There are imSortant e[ceStions to Ee oEserved, the most striking
of which is Isaiah . Here the sufferer is not only God
s righteous
servant instead of a wicked man, Eut He suffers redemStively for
the sins of others Is. -. The fact that such a situation trouEled
some sectors of later Judaism is reflected in the Targum
s treatment
of this chaSter. There Yahweh
s Anointed does not suffer ᪽ He is
made the victor. We, not He, are accounted stricken Eefore Yah
weh . He was Sraying and answered, not was oSSressed and
afflicted . He shall deliver the nations like a lamE to the
slaughter . But this stiking theme is not Sursued Ey Isaiah,
and certainly does not Servade either the Eook or the SroShets.
The Sersonal suffering of such SroShets as Jeremiah and Hosea
demonstrated the need for additional revelation on the relationshiS
Eetween covenant-keeSing and Sersonal well-Eeing. Jeremiah
s
suffering was the direct result of his oEedience to Yahweh
s
commission. And the Sersecution he consistently met led to a
sSiritual and vocational crisis of maMor SroSortions in his life Jer.
. Nor does the story have a haSSy ending. His career ends in
disgrace in EgySt Jer. -. But the matter is not Sursued from
the standSoint of the general relationshiS Eetween character and
circumstance. For these e[Seriences of the SroShets, the rigid
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aSSlication of the covenant
s Elessings to individuals and the
traditional wisdom descriStion of the devout Serson
s lot were not
sufficient.
The covenant
s view of the godly and the good life that Srovided
the framework for much of the SroShets
 Sreaching aSSears also in
Israel
s wisdom and worshiS literature. It is well known that in
Israel
s wisdom literature the cult, the covenant, and the history of
Israel are consSicuously aEsent.  It is also well known that Israel
s
wisdom literature is among the most cosmoSolitan of her works,
with close ties in form and content to the wisdom heritage of the
ancient Near East. ProverEs  - Eears literary ties as close as
any yet oEserved in the Old Testament to an e[tant, e[tra-EiElical
work in its relationshiS with The Instruction of Amen-em-oSet, an
EgyStian comSosition of SerhaSs the early first millennium B.C.
And the Book of ProverEs itself identifies material drawn from
outside Israel in chaSters -. Still, this writer remains
unconvinced that the Old Testament
s wisdom literature is really as
devoid of cult and covenant language as is freTuently claimed. 
Whatever the source. ProverEs is Euilt on the same view of the
godly and the good life already seen in the covenant and echoed in the
SroShets. This SroEaEly reflects Eoth Israel
s wisdom contacts with
her environment recall the BaEylonian and EgyStian wisdom te[ts
cited at the Eeginning of this study and the Servasive influence of the
covenant on Israel
s thought at all levels. The righteous and wise in
ProverEs are Sromised health, SrosSerity, longevity ᪽ life, while
the wicked in reSeatedly contrasting SaragraShs and ma[ims are
Sromised destruction, Ead times and death. A study of the Elessings
and curses of ProverEs yields a list Eearing striking resemElance to
the covenant
s Elessings and curses. This same viewSoint is found in
numerous Psalms, some of which e.g., Ps. , , , ,  and 
are called wisdom Psalms among other things Eecause of their
similarity to the two ways of ProverEs at this very Soint.
To this Soint, it has Eeen the intent of this article first to show that
with regard to the matter of the relationshiS Eetween character and
circumstance the godly and the good life,God Eegan instructing
His SeoSle in terms familiar to them from their environment. We
have then seen that this view that oEedience to God Erings or is
closely tied to Srotection . . . earthly success . . . health and long life,
honored standing in the community, many sons, wealth to reSeat
JacoEsen
s words is assumed Eroadly in Israel
s legal, historical.
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SroShetic, wisdom and cultic literature.
This construct of life had the Sedogogical advantage of
simSlifying the issues one either was or was not in covenant
relationshiS with the God of Israel, and there were clear results
attached thereto. Furthermore, there were, to Ee sure, actual life
circumstance results that flowed from keeSing or not keeSing God
s
covenant. But there was more to Ee said, and this viewSoint Ey itself
was inadeTuate to account for all of life. One may notice, for
instance, that the insSired analysts of Israel
s history did not venture
to comment on the imSlications of the SrosSerity and Sower of
AhaE, who was at the same time one of Israel
s most SrosSerous,
Sowerful, and most wicked kings a theological conundrum. The
Old Testament itself addresses some of these difficulties, which is our
ne[t matter for investigation.
Difficulties Faced
The most oEvious Sractical difficulty with the view that the godly
should and do receive the good life is that it does not consistently
work that way ᪽ the covenant
s Sromises notwithstanding JoE
-, -. It is highly significant that the liturgy of Israel
s own
worshiS incorSorated material calculated to helS the individual
worshiSer meet this difficulty. Psalm , douEtless sung or chanted
Ey many in Jerusalem, descriEes the crisis of faith individuals will
often face who attemSt to understand all of life from the Old
Testament covenant
s SersSective of Elessing-curse. The oEvious
SrosSerity and well-Eeing of some even Elatantly wicked and
ElasShemous Sersons can cause envy and disillusionment Ps. -
. In the course of worshiS Ps. , the Psalmist saw again that
the wicked often are sweSt away utterly Ey terrors - and
more significantly, he affirmed that knowing God and His Sresence
were more imSortant than the destiny of the wicked anyway -
.
In a far more e[tensive fashion, the Book of JoE meets the issue
head on. JoE, like ProverEs, has little, if any e[Slicit reference to
Israel
s sSecial covenant relationshiS with God or with Israel
s cult.
What Eoggles the mind is that the friends of JoE, whose viewSoint is
in the end Sronounced inadeTuate Ey Yahweh JoE  is, for all
Sractical SurSoses, the viewSoint of the covenant
s Elessings and
curses. No enlightened Israelite could have missed the similarity. At
the same time, and more oEviously. JoE is the Serfect wise man,
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descriEed in terms resounding with wisdom overtones Serfect and
uSright, Eoth fearing God and turning from evil JoE  cf. Prov.
. JoE
s introduction chs. - makes Serfectly clear from the
Eeginning that his calamities have not Eeen caused Ey any sin, hidden
or oSen. If anything, his Siety has occasioned the trouEle JoE -
. Defending the viewSoint that is at once the traditional viewSoint
of the ancient Near East, of the covenant and of the standard wisdom
literature in Israel, the friends sSoil it Ey e[aggeration and are
eventually led to force facts to fit their understanding of life.Ao
Whether this insSired Tualification of the orthodo[ view is a later
develoSment or a reservation standing Eeside it all along is difficult
to say. It is customary in some circles to assume that such a Eroadside
at the traditional viewSoint JoE -, it is stressed in those terms
could not have emerged until the covenant
s ethic and assumStions
had Eeen individuali]ed, or until the wisdom school had rigidly
categori]ed the eTuation that wisdom Siety Sroduces success. A But
Eoth of these lines of evidence are at Eest inconclusive. There is
nothing in the Book of JoE itself, outside of its theology, that
necessitates a date later than the early monarchy or even Eefore. JoE
himself was known to E]ekiel E]ek. , as a figure of great
antiTuity, named alongside Noah and a Daniel who is aSSarently
Mudging from the association with Samuel to Ee identified as the
Satriarch of Ugaritic legend second millennium B.C..
More imSortantly, dating the individuali]ation of Siety Sredom
inantly in Israel
s later centuries is SroElematic. It is true that
Jeremiah and E]ekiel contriEuted greatly to a heightened conscious
ness of each Serson
s resSonsiEility to God E]ekiel, chaSters 
and , are rightly cited in this regard. It is also true that the
covenant was with the nation. And modern Westerners are no douEt
inclined to see Sersonal religion where it may not e[ist. But having
granted that, one must add that individual Siety can Ee traced to
earliest days in Israel. The Satriarchal eSics must surely have given
Sersonal vitality to the cult, with their focus on the attitude of the
memEer of the covenant community toward the Sromise of the one
who estaElishes the covenant.A
 It must also Ee rememEered that the
Psalter is full of deeSly Sersonal works as well as communal songs
many of which Eelong in the early years of the monarchy. Reading
the early SroShets, it is Tuite clear they did not make an artificial
distinction Eetween national and individual resSonsiEility. Amos
Sronounced the same doom uSon individuals he confronted the

cows of Bashan, Amos  Iff. and the Sriest Ama]iah, - as
he did uSon the nation. By the nature of the case, it was the individual
who did or did not keeS the covenant, and the individual
s fields,
flocks, families and affairs where many of the covenant
s Elessings
and curses would either Ee reali]ed or missed. Furthermore, the
e[tra-EiElical material shows that individuals had Eeen asking JoE
s
very Tuestion ᪽ What have I doner JoE -,  ᪽ for
centuries.  There is no reason why this masterSiece cannot have
Eeen a Sart of Israel
s wisdom teaching from near the start. 
Whatever one may decide aEout the date of the Eook of JoE, the
Soint is clear. Setting the maMor character outside Israel JoE is an
U]ite, this thoroughly HeErew work deftly, Eut oEviously,
Tualifies the viewSoint of Israel
s covenant and her standard wisdom
stance or SerhaSs Eetter, e[tensions or e[aggerations of them Ey
underscoring the fact that the relation Eetween character and
circumstance most certainly cannot Ee reduced to a fi[ed eTuation.
In this case suffering is Sut in the SurSoses of God of which none of
the Sarties involved ever do receive an adeTuate comSrehension a
lesson for modern theologians.
The Old Testament
s other maMor Tualification of the traditional
viewSoint is, as we have already seen, the Eook of Ecclesiastes. Here
one faces the SroElem of the unusual HeErew of the te[t, not what
one would e[Sect from a Solmonic Sen. Little oEMective evidence
Eeyond a couSle of Persian words really demands a late date. SuS
Sosed Greek ShilosoShic influence is seldom claimed among recent
students, who stress the writer
s contact with traditional wisdom. 
And the language is not so much demonstraEly late as highly
unusual.  Moreover, every student who has had the e[Serience of
knowing very well the orthodo[ dogmatics of his tradition and at the
same time Eeing Sainfully aware of stuEEorn data that simSly is not
comSataEle with those constructs, will Ee reluctant to refuse the
work to Solomon or his scholars simSly on theological grounds.
Again, whatever the date, the Soint is clear. In sSite of e[tensive
Tuotation of standard wisdom sayings and a conclusion that e[horts
caution in making many Eooks along this line" Ecc. , the
insSired writer Eoldly claims that e[Serience simSly will not Ee
forced into the rigid Satterns of reward and Sunishment, Elessing and
cursing one might deduce from the ma[ims of the sages see Ecc.
- - - again and oEviously e[Sected in SoSular
religion in Israel =eSh.  Mai.  -. The Preacher
s

disturEing SerceStion of the universality and finality of death
comSounds his distress. JoE had also seen that if he could hoSe for
life Eeyond the grave, his Sredicament would Ee mitigated, Eut he
seems to desSair of such a hoSe a clear no, in JoE  a SossiEle
yes, in -, though the Sassage is very difficult.

 The
Preacher Serceived that time and chance haSSen to all men
regardless of their character Ecc.   , and there seems to Ee little
correlation Eetween men
s Siety and the Eane or Elessing that comes
to them in life. As a result, he concluded that from life
s
circumstances alone one is at a loss to say much aEout the moral
character of a Sarticular Serson or aEout God
s attitude toward him
Ecc. - again.
In these matters and others, the Eook of Ecclesiastes forms a
Sowerful Sreface to the Incarnation and the New Testament. This
Eook asks the kinds of Tuestions which simSly have no adeTuate
answer aSart from the Word Eecome flesh. Its candid Eeliever
Soses SroElems for a simSlistic view of character and circumstance
which many modern Eelievers, who are often influenced more Ey the
old covenant than Ey the new in this regard, must consider more
carefully. We will now Sroceed to the New Testament
s treatment of
these matters.
The Truth in Christ
Reading the GosSels, one recogni]es that the disciSles along with
most of their contemSoraries understood the relationshiS Eetween
character and life circumstance in the traditional way JoE -,
from the SersSective of the covenant
s Elessings and curses and of
the standard wisdom teaching. It is also clear that Jesus Sut Himself
over against that view. The disciSles reasoned, for instance, that since
a man was Eorn Elind, someone had sinned, either he or his Sarents
Jn. . Jesus understood the suffering not in terms of the
conseTuence of sin, Eut with reference to the SurSoses of God Jn.
ff.. And Jesus
 Tuestions aEout the moral character of the
Galileans slaughtered Ey Pilate and the Samaritans killed in the
tower accident Lk. - aSSarently denied any necessary
relationshiS Eetween their Siety or lack of it and the ill that Eefell
them. At the same time He affirmed the eventual relationshiS of
character to destiny and called all His hearers to reSentance Lk.
,  cf. Amos -.
A comSarison of the Old Testament
s Eeatitudes such as in Ps.

, a standard wisdom song with Jesus
 Eeatitudes as gathered Ey
Matthew shows a significant shift. The Old Testament Eles
singscurses are largely immediate, concrete results of character. In
Matthew -, the Elessings are largely internal and eternal ᪽ Sut
within the disciSle or Slaced in the eschaton. And suffering as a result
of or at least involved in Kingdom life is e[Sressly anticiSated Mt.
-. One learns that rain and sunshine are the e[Sression of
God
s love, unrelated to covenant-keeSing Mt.  cf. the
assumStions aEout rain in Lev. , -.
Jesus
 call to disciSleshiS with a cross involved a whole reaSSraisal
of the Sinaitic covenant
s Easic Sremise aEout the relationshiS
Eetween character and circumstance, together with the refle[es
studied earlier in other Old Testament literature. That the Messiah
should suffer was totally une[Sected to the disciSles Mk. -.
This is emShasi]ed Ey the recurring Mu[taSosition of Jesus

announcement of His death with SericoSes demonstrating the
disciSles
 comSlete lack of comSrehension of the significance of that
fact.
 And that the Messiah
s disciSles would also suffer was Must as
une[Sected Mk. - -. Their ama]ement that the rich
young ruler
s SrosSerity was not a sign of acceStance in the
Kingdom given his other signs of Siety rises from the same source
Mk. -.
This revision of the old covenant
s SersSective Sermeated the
aSostles
 later understandings. They later lived out of assumStions
Tuite different in this regard from those, for e[amSle, of Amos.
Natural events ᪽ catastroShes of weather, heahh, fortune ᪽ are
descriEed Ey them Tuite aSart from moral causes, a way of viewing
things foreign to the Old Testament. Luke tells of AgaEus
 SroShecy
of famine in the emSire without any reference to Mudgment Acts
  cf Joel - and Dt. -, -. So also Paul
s e[Seri
ence in the Mediterranean storm is treated as a weather Shenomenon
in which the aSostle was caught, without reference to anyone
s sin
Acts -. Contrast the treatment of Jonah
s e[Serience in the
storm in Jonah   same sea, similar weather, Eut comSletely different
assumStions aEout character and circumstance.
Romans - SerhaSs most clearly reveals the advance that
new covenant assumStions Erought in the treatment of character
and circumstance, the understanding of the relation Eetween the
godly and the good life. Paul catalogues overwhelming disasters and
distresses and in the face of them all is aEle to affirm God is for us

Rom. , . One must see that this list includes old covenant
curses ᪽ famine, nakedness, sword review Dt.  and Lev. 
again, along with Amos -  -, e[Sress signs of Israel
s sins
and of God
s conseTuent disSleasure. But in Paul
s mind they are
neutral events, unrelated directly to sSecific, moral causes and
effects, Slaced confidently in the hands of a sovereign God who is
working in love on Eehalf of His SeoSle Rom. -.
In the course of this crescendo of affirmation the aSostle Tuotes
Psalm  For thy sake we are Eeing killed all the day long we are
regarded as sheeS to Ee slaughtered, and does so e[Sressing
confidence in God
s continual work of love in the world. The
Psalmist Tuoted had Tuite a different view For him the fact that the
worshiSing community was killed all the day was a grievous
SroElem. Where was God" AsleeS" Ps. . Didn
t He see their
Slight " Had they not Eeen faithful -" An entirely different
set of assumStions.
A
The keystone of the entire shift is the whole Soint of the Pauline
affirmation. E[actly how does Paul know God is for us" What is
the Easis of this astounding confidence in view of what he had Eeen
through" He grounds his confidence in God
s love in Srecisely the
same Slace the rest of the aSostolic community did ᪽ in God
s
uniTue and unamEiguous demonstration of that love in Christ. It is
God
s love in Christ Jesus Rom. , demonstrated in the fact
that God did not sSare His own Son Eut gave Him uS for us all that
is the key -, as Sreviously in - , where again suffering is
viewed Sositively Eecause of confidence in God
s love demonstrated
in giving Christ. The nakedness, Seril and sword do not tell Paul
aEout either his own character or God
s disSosition toward him. The
life, death and resurrection of Christ did and still do. Note the
reSeated comSarisons Eased on this ESh. ,  Phil. -.
It is the same with St. John. How do we know love" By God
s
Srovision for our Easic needs, Ey SrosSerity, Srotection or healing"
PerhaSs, Eut that is certainly not the Easis of John
s confidence that
God is love in all that comes to one. In this is love, not that we loved
God Eut that He loved us and sent His Son to Ee the e[Siation for our
sinsI Jn.  also  and Jn. . God w for us We know it no
matter what haSSens to us We know it Eecause He demonstrated it
Ey meeting us at the Soint of our deeSest need ᪽ our alienation from
Him, from ourselves and from each other Col.   - the Psalmist
was heading in the right direction Ps. -.
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Rowley contends that when JoE finally found God in his suffering,
when he discovered that God
s Sresence is given to men of integrity
and Siety in SrosSerity and adversity alike he found consolation
Eeyond which the New Testament did not go. But that is not so. The
Sresence of Christ among us told us more than that God is with us
Immanuel, although it certainly demonstrated that It said once
and for all, that not only is God with us, Eut He isforus? He loves us
He loves us And it is thisfact that Sroduces songs in the PhiliSSian
Mail and a none-of-these-things-can-seSarate-us-from-God
s-love
outlook in suffering. The very Tuestion which the Preacher saw to
Ee a chief SroElem of life in this world Ecc. - has Eeen con
vincingly answered. We can know whether we are in God
s hands
for love or for hate. It is for love.
Some ImSlications Brief Suggestions
One of the most oEvious imSUcations of a study of this sort is its
imSact on one
s conceSt of EiElical revelation itself. There is more
haSSening in this Sarticular Srocess of divine Sedagogy than
clarification of earlier truth. The earlier view is ultimately inad
eTuate, and is shown to Ee so in the ScriSture itself. And yet catego
ries of errancy or inerrancy truth or falsehood aSSlied to the old
covenant
s view are not sufficient. Such categories do not do Mustice
to God
s whole attemSt to communicate with men in thought forms
they would understand, while at the same time working through an
agenda of divine instruction which would, given the fullness of time,
thoroughly remake their minds. This survey demonstrates once
again the need for a use of the ScriSture that takes develoSing
revelation seriously into account and goes Eeyond the simSle transfer
of any EiEhcal SaragraSh from the ScriSture directly to the modern
setting. Wesley
s tendency toward a flat BiEle shows uS in his
understanding of this whole motif. In his sermon on the Cause and
Cure of EarthTuakes, he reasons Must as Amos and JoE
s friends
would have done. EarthTuakes are seen as Mudicial acts rising from
moral causes. Wesley
s directive uSon the occasion of such events, is
to fear God, reSent, and Eelieve the GosSel.  Significantly Wesley
states that no one who Eelieves the ScriStures can deny that sin is the
moral cause directly so of such divine animadversions.A One
may disagree with this Mudgment, Eut it is clear that to EeHeve
otherwise one must come to griSs seriously with the develoSing
nature of inscriSturated revelation.
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PerhaSs as imSortant, the direction of EiElical revelation outlined
aEove should lead one to Tuestion widesSread contemSorary views
of the Elessings which those who know Jesus may e[Sect. It should
suggest the need to interSret the aSSarently unTualified Sromises in
such Sassages as John  first in light of their immediate conte[ts
and then in light of the Tualifications inherent in the new covenant
itself and in the e[Seriences of the aSostles who Sassed them on to us.
This should involve a renewed Tuest for a EiElical view of success.
One will look deeSer than his new house and good MoE for
information either aEout one
s sSirituality or God
s Elessing uSon
one
s life.
The new covenant Sreserves the trust that as we seek first the
kingdom of God we are cared for in ways we do not fully under
stand Mt. -. And the aSostle Paul at least lived without
aSSarent worry aEout the Easics of life Phil. -, confident that
God and His SeoSle would care for him, and that Eetter still he would
find strength in Christ for whatever came to him. But the Easic frame
of reference is different than in the old covenant.
A healthy Christian realism is Eest Eased on an understanding of
the godly and the good life along the lines outlined aEove. All
suffering and Sain in the world simSly cannot Ee accounted for in
terms of direct cause and effect relationshiSs Eetween the character
of Sersons and what haSSens in their lives. 
"A One is not comSelled to
call tragedy and suffering somehow the will of God, e[ceSt in the
very Eroadest sense that for reasons comSletely Eeyond the
comSrehension of most of us He does not choose to avert them. Nor
must one ask of every tragedy, What did I do" or Why did God do
this" Rather one can look sTuarely in the face of Eoth good and evil,
tranTuility and tragedy, and call them e[actly what they are. God
s love
is seen clearly in neither, Eut rather in the giving of His Son.
Finally, a truly gloEal faith demands a foundation that includes
material of the sort found here. One susSects a seed-faith eTuation
of the godly and the good life is SossiEle only from the comfortaEle
Sew of the fat cat American church. It simSly cannot come to
terms with the fact that saints around the gloEe whose character is
aEove reSroach are not going first-class all the way and never will, if
indeed there will Ee enough Eread to survive until ne[t year. The
ScriSture affirms that God is for them too ᪽
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Footnotes

For e[amSle, Oral RoEerts
 Eook, Miracle of Seed-Faith Old TaSSan, NJ
Fleming H. Revell ComSany, , where much edifying material is ine[tricaEly set
in what one susSects is something of a distortion of the EiElical Sicture.
Some sources in the notes Eelow will Ee cited as follows Anet? James B. Pritchard
ed., Ancient Near Eastern Te[ts Relating to the Old Testament Third edition with
suSSlement Princeton, NJ Princeton University Press,  CTA Andree
Herdner, CorSus Des TaElet tes in Cuneiformes AlShaEetiTues Tome X of Mission
De Ras Shamra Paris ImSrimerie Nationale,  ICC S. R. Driver, A. Plummer,
and C. A. Briggs eds.. The International Critical Commentary EdinEurgh T. 	T.
Clark.
AThe immediate conte[t here is the Preacher
s concern with death that overtakes
all men regardless of their character Ecc. -. But other lines in this scholar
s
Mournal make it clear that he has serious reservations that It will Ee well with those
who fear God, Eecause they fear him Ecc. . Notice E Tualifying the
standard wisdom sayings of -a, and  over against -.

E[odus , Cf. W. F. AlEright, Archaeology and the Religion of Israel Anchor
Books Edition Garden City DouEleday, , SS. -, and Gerhard von Rad,
Old Testament Theology, Vol. I New York HarSer and Row, , SS. -, on
Israel
s intolerance of idolatry from the outset. See also Yigael Yadin, BiElical
Archaeologist  , SS. -.
A te[t such as the liturgical Sortrayal of El
s seductive Srowess in CTA , SS. -
, would Ee totally out of Slace in the Israelite cult.

Israel is so closely identified with her surroundings in so many ways that arguments
still Sersist as to whether there is really evidence for any divine activity in her history,
as for instance in Bertil AlErektson
s History and the Gods An Essay on the Idea oM
Historical Events as Divine Manifestations in the Ancient Near East and in Israel,
Coniectanea BiElica Old Testament Series I Lund, Sweden Berlingska Bok-
tryckeriet, .
Frank Moore Cross, Canaanite Myth and HeErew ESic Essays in the History oJ
the Religion of Israel CamEridge, MA Harvard University Press, , S. viii.

ChaSter VII in The Intellectual Adventure ofAncient Man eds. H. and H. A.
Frankfort Chicago University of Chicago Press, , S. .
W. G. LamEert, BaEylonian Wisdom Literature O[ford The Clarendon Press,
, SS. -, esSecially columns I and II.

Translated Ey RoEert H. Pfeiffer, Anet
A, S. . Reverse B.-, of Counsels of
Wisdom.

The Prayer to Every God, translated Ey Ferris J. SteShens, Anet? SS. -.
Likewise in the Hymn to the Sun-God, Shamash estaElishes Sunishment for the
wicked, Elessing for the good man. AnetA, SS. -, column II-III.
Translated Ey AlErecht Goet]e, AnetA, SS. - Tuote from S. .
AAIEid., The famous Plague Prayers of Mursilis are Eased on the same view of life.
Anet? SS. -.
I
The following letters illustrate the Soint RS ., , , in Jean Nougayrol,
Le Palais Royal D
Ugarit, FTome IX of Mission De Ras Shamra Paris ImSrimerie
Nationale, , SS. ,  ff , and  ff resSectively.

The AsEury Seminarian
This is SroEaEly the very Eackground of Ecc. , in the Preacher
s comSlaint that
one fate comes to all alike, to the righteous man and the wicked ... to the one who
swears and the one who is afraid of an oath. The RSV, shuns an oath, is, I think, too
weak for yare
. The righteous man has nothing to fear and suEmits to the oath the
wicked man, if he Eelieves the Srevailing view, is afraid to suEmit to the oath. How can
Barton argue that in the series here the Ead character uniformly comes first I.C.C.
ad loc, S. " Isn
t the oSSosite true" See I Kgs.  Iff for the same idea.

ATranslated Ey John A. Wilson, AnelA, S. , aEout line .

AH. Donner and W. RoUig eds., Kanaanaische und Aramaische Inschriften
WiesEaden Otto Harrassowit], , Band I, Te[t , S. .

Cf Walther Eichrodt, Theology of the Old Testament trans. J. A. Baker
PhiladelShia The Westminster Press, , Vol. , SS. ff
AVEid., Vol. II, S. .

AGerhard von Rad, The Theology of Israel
s ProShetic Traditions Vol. II of the
Old Testament Theology tr. D.M.G. Stalker New York HarSer and Row
PuElishers, , S. . Von Rad seems to grant the Amos -  Sassage to Amos,
Eut he does not relate it clearly to the Deuteronomy curse formulae, and elsewhere
limits the covenant Eackground of Amos
 message to the Book of the Covenant.
Technical, covenant terminology could Ee e[Sloited more than von Rad does e.g..
Vol. II, SS. -, on da
at 
elohim, the knowledge of God to tie the SroShetic
word clearly not only to law, Eut to the law whole covenant ᪽ SreamEle,
stiSulations, Elessings and curses, were known and assumed Ey the SroShets, whatever
the date of the final edition of the Pentateuch He[ateuch.
oe and Amos in Hermeneia ᪽ A Critical and Historical Commentary on the
BiEle trans. W. Jan]en, S. D. McBride, Jr. and C. A. Muenchow ed. S. Dean
McBride, Jr. PhiladelShia Fortress Press, , SS. -, and  for the Tuote.
Critical and E[egetical Commentary on Deuteronomy, ICC, SS. [[vii ff
AAIEid., S. I[iii. Driver gives the then standard dating of Deuteronomy, in the late
monarchy, SS. [[vii and [lii-l[v, and treats chaSter  without any reference to
ancient near eastern treaty form, SS. - , no surSrise since the maMor ancient near
eastern treaties which have revolutioni]ed the study of Deuteronomy have Eeen
unearthed since Driver
s day
AAIn Righteousness and the Law, The Laws in the Pentateuch and Other Studies
tr.D. R. AS-Thomas PhiladelShia Fortress Press, , SS. -.
AATreaty Curses and the Old Testament ProShets BiElica et Orientalia,  Rome
Pontifical BiElical Institute, , SS. - and -. This of course does not
necessarily demand that Deuteronomy as it now stands is straight from the Mosaic
Seriod. Hillers understands Deuteronomy  and Leviticus  to Ee late e[amSles of
lists of curses attached as sanctions to the stiSulations of a religious covenant,
containing much older material and resting on ancient Sractice, S. .
See Eichrodt, oS. cit.. Vol. II, S. , on the same viewSoint in the Old Testament
s
latest historian, the Chronicler.
For a study of this Tuestion see Kenneth E. Gooden, The Targumic InterSretation
of Isaiah - AsEury Theological Seminary UnSuElished Th.M. Thesis,
.
As oEserved for instance Ey R.B. Y. Scott, ProverEs ᪽ Ecclesiastes The Anchor
BiEle, Vol.  eds. W. F. AlEright, et. al. Garden City, NJ DouEleday, , S. [vi.

A
The earliest talk that the ProverEs material was coSied or directly Eorrowed from
the EgyStian work does not adeTuately account for the similarities, in my oSinion nor
is the reverse likely true either. The order of the toSics considered is so oEviously
different in the two as to Sreclude that. But the similarities in content do go Eeyond
simSle Sarallels to the Soint that te[tual difficulties can Ee solved in one Ey reference to
the other. The relationshiS seems more what one would e[Sect from a slightly garEled
memory or highly adaSted use of a te[t actually seen earlier. See Wilson
s translation
in AnetA, SS. -, and any critical commentary or introduction to the Old
Testament for relevent literature on the suEMect.
As for e[amSle in von Rad, oS. cit.. Vol. II, SS. -. Among other things the
concern with inheritance in the land Prov. ,  cf. Dt. -, with integrity
in first fruits Prov. -, as well as the whole life-death choice of ProverEs are
imSortant contacts with covenant thought.
The lists in - - -,  and -, - are esSecially
reminiscent of the covenant
s language.
An aSt characteri]ation Ey R.A.F. McKen]ie, JoE, in Vol. I of TTie Jerome
BiElical Commentary eds. R. E. Brown, et. al. Englewood Cliffs, NJ Prentice-Hall,
, S. .

H. H. Rowley, JoE, The New Century BiEle Series eds. H. H. Rowley and
Matthew Black Great Britain Thomas Nelson, , S.  cf also R.B. Y. Scott, oS.
cit., S. [i[.

AMcKen]ie, oS. cit., and J. Terence Forestell, ProverEs, IEid., SS. -.
The Legend of AThat, CTA, -.

AEichrodt, oS. cit.. Vol. II, S. . Eichrodt
s evaluation of the Satriarchal
narratives is certainly on target, even though the link with a ninth century elohist
may Ee deEated.
As in the fourteenth century B.C. Prayer of Kantu]ilis for Relief from his
Sufferings, AnetA, SS. -   What did I do to my godr he asks rev. lines -.
W.G. LamEert
s summary from his study of BaEylonian wisdom literature is
Sarticularly aSroSos
The most common comSlaint is virtually aEout a Eroken contract. A man
served his god faithfully, Eut did not secure health and SrosSerity in return.
The SroElem of the righteous sufferer was certainly imSlicit from the time
of the Third Dynasty of Ur. The SroElem is reflected as well in Sersonal
names of the early Seriod and is illustrated in religion te[ts from the First
Dynasty of BaEylon. BaEylonian Wisdom Literature, SS. - Tuote, S.
.

AFrancis I. Andersen
s discussion in JoE An Introduction and Commentary
London Inter-varsity Press, , SS. -, is Ealanced and very well done at this
Soint.
Scott
s comment closes the case Srematurely, Eut states the SroElem clearly
There is of course no SossiEility that the Solomon of history comSosed this Eook
Ecclesiastes to claim this is like claiming that a Eook aEout Mar[ism in modern
English idiom and sSelling was written Ey Henry VIII. oS. cit., SS. -.
ReMected, for instance, Eoth Ey Scott, IEid., S. , and Roland E. MurShy,
Ecclesiastes 4ohelet, The Jerome BiElical Commentary. Vol. I, S. .
J
Gleason L. Archer, Jr., A Survey of Old Testament Introduction Chicago

Moody Press, , S. .
᪽᪽It aSSears that there may Ee far more evidence for rather e[tensive views of the
afterlife in the Old Testament than Srevious generations have reali]ed, even if Dahood
and his students are overstating the case with their customary ]eal. Mitchell Dahood,
Psalms III, - Vol. A in The Anchor BiEle Garden City, NJ DouEleday,
, SS. [[[viii-lii, and N. J. TromS, Primitive ConceSts of Death and the Nether
World in the Old Testament BiElica Orientalia,  Rome Pontifical BiElical
Institute, . This is not surSrising in view of the voluminous amount of literature
on the other world among other ancient SeoSles. But neither JoE nor the Preacher
Ering such a view to Eear on their Sredicament, nor does the rest of the Old Testament
systematically relate final rewards to the SroElem of the relation Eetween character
and circumstance.
Recall the Targum
s transformation of Isaiah .
᪽AIn light of this, I Corinthians - Sresents some difficulties. Here Paul
aSSears to reason from moral causes eating the Lord
s taEle undiscerningly to
concrete circumstances illness and death in the church. These are seen as
chastisement   cf. HeE. . One does not know whether in Paul
s mind the
matter of chastisement was not linked to his other assumStions Eased on the
Incarnation, or whether this is a thought Sattern not yet transformed Ey the more Easic
Ereakthrough of Romans , or what. A survey of standard commentaries shows little
attention has Eeen Said to the SroElem. This is even clearer if the ho theos variant is
acceSted in .
᪽
In my oSinion insufficient attention has Eeen given to the significance of Paul
s
affirmation here as it relates to the matter of character and circumstance and the
earlier testament
s treatment thereof. Several e[cellent commentaries on Romans
make no reference whatever to the covenant language involved admittedly Paul is
using terms not confined to covenant language, e.g., JoseSh A. Fit]myer, The Letter
to the Romans, The Jerome BiEle Commentary, Vol. II, SS. - William J.
Greathouse, The ESistle to the Romans, Vol.  in The Beacon BiEle Commentary
Kansas City Beacon Hill Press, , SS. - and Wm. Sanday and Arthur C.
Headlam, A Critical and E[egetical Commentary on the ESistle to the Romans Vol.
 of ICC, SS. -.
C. E. B. Cranfield takes Paul
s Tuotation of Psalm  as showing that triEulations
are nothing new or une[Sected Eut characteristic of God
s SeoSle all along, and
refers to raEEinic aSSlication of the Sassage to the death of martyrs. But he takes
inadeTuate account of the frame of reference from which the Psalmist wrote and the
conseTuent Soint of the e[clamation in its setting. A Critical and E[egetical
Commentary on the ESistle to the Romans ICC, si[th edition eds. J. A. Emerton and
C. E. B. Cranfield EdinEurgh T. 	 T. Clark, , SS. -, Tuote from S. .
H. H. Rowley, oS. cit., SS. -.
ASermon CXXXIX, , in The Works ofJohn Wesley, Vol. F Grand RaSids
=ondervan PuElishing House, reSrint of the  edition, SS. -.

IEid., S. .

It is oEviously true that there often is a relationshiS Eetween moral character and
the good or ill that comes to Sersons, Eut it does not function in the way outlined in the
old covenant and e[Sected in standard wisdom teaching.

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